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Health and Physical Education Law cf 1f72
"Be it here enacted by the gener - 1 assembly of the Commonwealth
of Kentucky:
1. The Kentucky State Board cf Lducation shall prescribe
a course of study in physical education for all common
schools
of the state, and shall fix the time when said course
shall gc
into effect. This course shall occupy periods tetali
ng net less
than thirty minutes per school day which shall be devote
d to
instruction in health and safety, to physical ezerci
se, and to
recess play under proper supervisicn.
A manuel setting cut the details cf said course of study
shall be prepared by the Superintendent of Public Instru
cticn
in cooperation with the State Board of Health of Kentuc
ky and
such other expert advisers as he Lay choose. Said manual
when
punished s-rall be sent by said State Board of Education
to the
teachers of the dor= schools in the state of
Eentuchy.
2. The cur:iculun of all ,State Normal Schccle.
of Lentuchy
supported wholly cr in part by public funds, haring specia
l courses
adopted for the preparation of teachers, shall contai
n one cr
Lore caurces in p1;y5ic.:.1 ethcaticn, and after the first
day cf
July, 1921, each person graduating from a teache
r's course in any
of these institutions shall have completed one or acre
courFes
in physical ed,cation.
3. County Boards of Education, Boards of Education
of cities
and graded common school districts ray employ superv
isors and
speciEl teachers of Plysical eduatien in the same
manner as other
teachers are employed, providing they possess such
qualifications
as the State Beard of Education may prescr
ibe. Boards of education
of two or more school districts, city, graded
school, or county,
may jointly employ a supervisor or special teenhe
r of physical
education. Boards of education may allow the use
of school buildings and school grounds after rerular school hours
and during
vacations as community centers for the promotion of
play and other
healthful forms of recreation, under such rules and
regulations
as to then ray seem proper.**
Approved Larch 22, 1E20
*jess B. Thomas, "Teacher Training in Physical Education
in Icur-Year Eentucky Colleges" Cunrulished Laster's
thesis,
Peatody
r.8
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Code ff. ::ealth and Physical Educaticn
1. Eeginning nut later than the cpening of the 1S42-19 school
yeer, all
Ldlication of county and independent schccl
districts shall, under the general directicn of the Superintendent
of Public Instroction, provide for medical examinations of each
teacher Lice erirlf„..,ent and physical examinations every third
year thereafter, aed
examinaticns of each child, in as
far as local facilities and perscnnel are availabl
e, immediately
prior to entering or upcn entering school for the first time,
and phyal examine tions at least every fourth :,-ear thereafter.
ifurtliermere, Palle 6choo1 Boards shall, in as far as local facilities and persoretel are available, provide physical examinati
ons
for any and all children and teachers at any time, who, in the
cpinion of the principal, superintendent, health or physical education teacher, sepervisor, nurse, health officer
or farily dect;r,
should be given such exendnation. The Superintendent of Public
Instruction is directed to request teacher educatio instituti
ons
n
to provide both :i.edical and physical examinatiens
for tneir teachers
and students.
2. Beginning not later than the opening
of the 194S-4..4 school
year, each public school and each teacher eaacatio institut
iva
n
shall start cumulative health records for
each child or student
enrolled.andAr entering school; said records to be maintained
ttrcughcut the child's cr student's attendance, after
wnich they
will be filed as iart of the schcol's
permanent recsrd and be
available for trunsfer. These health reccrds shall be uniform
and on forms preseribqd by the Superint
endent of Public Inctruction. Health data shall be recorded and recommendations shall
'Le sent to both the parents
and county health cemmittee or council
if any exist; follew-ur checks shall be rade
of each case by proper
health or school tttherity and results
recorded.
Z. Beginning lat lhter than the opening
of the school year 15489, Health and nhysical Education shall
be included in each pupil's
program of daily learning and living in the school. A specific
course in basic ]..celth shall be required of each
pupil in the
upper four years ef high school.
This course should be taken
preferably durin.:. the ninth or tenth
year.
4.. 1:o elementar:
: or hi
school shall be considered as havin4
met health and
ed-,:cation standards of approval until
prozneas have h
1;
.
:
4 :Into operation *1.ich meet the ninimun standardz
.c State i7oaz-d of i:f-cation as ar:rsved

puLlished in its secified bulletiLs, syllabi, and courccs cf
stvdy.*

Adorted Decerler 12, 1947

iv
FT:I-ACP

Statement of Problem:
•

This investigation is incended to deterhe

just haw effective the compulsory ha1th and Physical Education
Code, which is to go i:to force in every high schoel in the state
of Kentucky at the beginning of the 1.948-4

school year, will be,

and to discover the actual conditicns of these schools in regard
to establishing or maintaining a prczram that will fulfill the
requireuehts cf the Code.
,:hat Prompted the Study:

The adoption cf the Code December 12,

1947, caused a great deal cf sbeculation as to whether many of the
high schools of the st.cie would be able to fulfill the require:_Ents
of said Code.

This study has been rade because the writer feels

there is a dire need for health and physical education in every
school in Yontucky, and if their shortcomings can be determined,
then the school boards of the various districts can instigate
corrective measures which will Ltpreve the program as a whole.
Lethed of Attack:

A detailed questicnnaire was mailed to every

public school in the state through the offices cf t!.e
-. county or
independent district superintendents.

Each of the questionnaires

wus sied by et competent :Leloer of the faculty in question.
One hundred and sixty-seven of these were returned.
Ec(4.e cf t-ee

The nap on the fcl.icwing page *shows the
L±

wilcst serLrttndnts and

•

Fie. 1 — Dir,tribution of tho School:, Cool'onitinc in this SLuay

abilialotka Aioadkrweair,
..111611;111111,46is
•

vi
principals resi.onded tc

_ autcr's re,_uest for
information.

Facts con-idled from the
answers given t

the above officials

concerning the ixograms of their
resoective cchools form the tasin
of this study. The high
schools cooperating range in
enrollment
from fifty-eight tc one
thousand four hundred and six
student:, and
include seventy-two independent
and ninety-five county
school
districts. These ::.clude twenty-five
hign schools with less than
one hundred students,
sixty-one with from one to two
hundred students,
thirt -tree with from two
tc three hundred students,
twenty-two
with from three to four
hundred students, eight schools
with from
four to five hundred
students, and eihteen with from
five i....:1c:reLz
students upwards.

‘4,8
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Chapt,r T

The Issentials of High Schcol Physical Education

4:.de,luate finances are essential to any pi-es:am,
and w1U,out
then nc :nys
T
ical education pre:7am cold operate with any
efficiency.
Certainly no scr.c.1

istrict woald be in any position to inausurate

a progrum of value without consideraUe financia
l uppreprietiens.
Lost of the other essentials of physical educatic
n depend upon
finances fcr their existence.

Trained leadership, adequate

facilitiea, and adequate equipnent depend
directly on monetary
factors.

This study does net attempt to determine the fina
ncial

condition of the various schools tallin,;
part, nor does it attempt
to estaclish the amount of money needed
to put the ccmpulscry
prog am into operation.

The purpose is to deternine what things

are needed so the schools themselves can
determine what finances
arc needed.
In order to find just what things are essential
to a wellcrLanized health and pnysical education
program, the writer
studied the requirements of Ohio, Californ
ia, Louisiana, and New
York.

These prcgrams were selected because they
reputedly have

outstanding programs in their respective sect
ions of the Country.
Ey forning a list of requirements comn
on to all fear, we can arrive
at u criterion for evaluating the v .rious
phases of the health and

educetion prcgram in Eentucly.
Trained leadersnip is necessary in any program of value.
Chic, recognizing that fact, requires euch teacher cf physical
edaoth.= to have at least a minor in this field in an apprcved
teecher training instituticn.

an athletic coach is ccnsidered

to be a physichl educhtion teacher and must have the same professional preparation.' California requires at least thirty-six
quarter hours of college training in physical education before
certification as a teacher of this subject.2 'Kew York- stipulates
that one who is to teach this subject must have fifty-four quarter
hours of credit in -sica' education.3 It is evident that the
rk'r
need for prefess!nal rrei,,mtion is recognized by ';f:ese states
to the extent that a mojt:r or nincr in college physical education
courec - is required for certification.
well

Kentucky teachers could

e required to hhve the same preparation.
.r.r..ner must in a physical education program is an aml..le

tihe allotment.

The original law governing physical education,

1Chio High Schcol Standards, Health, Physichl Educations
1-xereatIon, ana 777757, State Dtpartaent of Education, Columbus,
Ohio, pp. 66-7
2 eritletter, "State Legal Provisions in California Relating
to Het tr. heucetion, Physical Education, and Recreaticn", California
State Department of Education, Lc. 37, p.3
7

For Tsec1.1lni7; Service, The University of the
p.0

7171.ny,

•+.

3
•

iassed in 1920, set haif an hour per day as the minimum time to
be spent in health and physical education activities and in supervised play.

The Code makes no definite time recuirement, but says

that physical education "shall be included in each pupil's program
of daily learning".

11 combivation of the two above requirements

is nct far removed from those of other states.

Ohio requires

participation from each pupil for at least two full periods Ier
week.4 California says each pupil must en6age in physical education
classes one period per day.5 Louisiana recommends the same tire
allotment.

In IZew York participation is required for five clock

hours per week, to of which must be utilized for instmetion.7
The program in Kentucky could operate very efficiently with one
period ier day of each student's daily schedule being devoted
to physical education, and certainly a minimum of two periods
per week should be devoted to this subject. Some states require
or sugcest intramural atnletics and sirilar programs be added

4State Leoartment of Education (Chio), or. cit., p.48
5Califernia State Department of Education, cp. cit., p.5
:aterial from Louisiana State Department of Education
7
ReT,ulations of the Commissioner of Educaticn Go.cecialls
Heaith a
,e niversity of the state a
,,ew York, pp. 11-1E
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to the peysfcal education program, with time belh: given either
frem the regular scLool Lours or during the afternocn or evening.
In stme rcheole stch ectivities Luzt neceboaril,- take place during
school hours if all students are to have an equal oprortunity for
particlIation.

Rect.:7s pley and supervised play periods could

well be use•3. for such purpcses.
SCrrit

schools in Eentucky have had physical education programs

of merit for several years.

Yet in many mare of the schools

cooperating in this study the program will be inaugurated fcr
the
first tia,c, hext year.

In order for a state-wide program to be

effective in all schcols, it rust have legal foundation
, or
authority frcm the laws of the state governilig schools and
their
curriculums.

The law of 192C eald the Code of 1.90 give every

school in the state the legal risht to require every
pupil in
school to enroll in thysical education classes,
assuming a school tas adequately trained leaders, ample
tiEe
allotment, and the legal foundaticns for a physical educetien
program, the only major essentials remaining are facilities
and
ecuirment.

All schools should have a gymnasium, or a playream

large encush to accomodate its largest class, and a playg
round.
1:any phyeical education activities require the use cf a playground, while still others are strictly activities cf
the irdoor
type.

The four state crich have Len rentioned previously
almost

unanimcJel -

-ree that a wide r-age of activities should be made

5
available to the student.

None of them epecify exactly whLA

activities are to be taught in the
high school program, but all
recam...e1.- d those which fall within
the needs, interest, and ability
of the individual student. All
chil:iren are not primarily interest
ed
in atnletic games, nor in dual
activities, nor in any other one
class of physical education acti
vities. So equipment must necessar
ily
depend on the activities chos
en by the administrators to make
up
the program. Facilities like
wise are dependent on the activiti
es
selected. Those schools which
have had limited programs in the
past and the schools VI-doh
are launching programs for the
first
time next year should make ever
y effort to provide sufficient
equipment and facilities so
the door to enjoyable, healthfu
l
physical education activities
may be opened to every high scho
ol
student in the state.
In su.ary, the Eentucky high scho
ol must have adequately
trained personnel to direct the
physical education program, must
have enough time allotted to
the program to give every student
an opportunity for instruct
ion and free play participatio
n, must
have the legal foundation to
require participation, and must hive
enough facilities and equipmen
t on hand to offer a vide vari
ety
of activities f r the stud
ent. There are many less impo
rtant
essentials, but these lrtrge
items will, according to requirem
ents
of other states, make or
break our compulsory physical educ
ation
program.

6

Physical Lducation Instructors

1-robably no part oi the physical education and health program
is more essential to its success than that of adequately trained
leaders, teachers who have been professionally prepared to cope
with the many problems which might arise.

Physical education is

unlike the average high school subject in that nuch of the teaching
must spring from the teacher's actual exreriences.

Demonstrations

of the skills in-Traced in various activities are a necessary part
of fne instructional period.

Hence the instructor who has had no

preparation would fail to pass on to the student many of the experiences which would aid in realizing the objectives of physical
education.

Just as a child's academic development should not be

entrusted primarily to tl.e layman who has had no professional
teacher training, neither should his physical development be the
responsibility of teachers who know little of the sins and objectives
of physical education, of the capabilities and the limits of the
h-elen body, and of the teaching procedures which have proved to
be most successful.
The Freparaticn of physical education teachers in Kentucky
high schools is far frma ideal. .d-,en asked how narn7 of these

teachers were employed by the schoni, the 167 schools covered in
this survey reported a total of 158.

Yet they reported only 139

teacher a with a major or minor in physical education, and 22 of
these were nct teaching that subject.

The difference might be

exidained by the fact that fifty-two schools listed their coach
as the only physical education teacher even though he had no
•.;

professional preparation in that field.

This would be no problem

in some states, Chio for example, for the coach :_ust have the same
college traialn

as is required of the teacher of physical education

and health.
in the total numLer of teachers reported there were 98 majors
ahd 41 minors.

s might be expected, the smaller schools were

found to have the least number, and the larger schools the greatest
number.

These schools with less than 100 students averaged .16

-4
physical education teachers per school.

Schools with more than

500 students averaged 1.78 teachers per school.

In the entire

group of schools covered in this study, with an average enrollment
ler school of 269 students, there were .33 teachers per schcel on
the average.

Figures 2,3, and 4 on the follow-In& page graphically

portray the number of teachers per school by tnrollment groups.
In addition to the teachers reported as actually engaged in
teaching physical education in the public schools of Kentucky in
the 1917-18 school year, 28 schools announced their intention to
1, re 38 such teachers

xt year, wile ter_ schools were undeciCed.

rn

Tea.chem
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‘shese aU,kd teachers sculd brir

tne average up to 1.06 tea.1;hers

Fer sci:ccl, with each teacher navinc 254
pupils.

The code

stLs.tes t:.st each student enrolled shal
l participate in physical
eduction activities.

If this prcvisicn is to -Le carried out,

each teacr_er wsuld naxe an averaze of 42
students in each class,
assuzing there were six periods of phys
ical education offered
eacl, day. :;hat sounds like an adequate situ
ation in theory is
not necessarily a good situation in fact
, for the average numLer
of reriods 1.er school, as reported by
school cificials, is 2.23.
Under such conditions, the physic,.1 educ
ation teacher wculd have
12..2 :spils per period.

This is an impossil.le situation.

Litheu-h tre snce was a tendency for

to teach Lirl's

classes, it is generally believed today that
specially trained
wsslen to,schers should handle the -sork
for girls.
*

This is made

necessary by the nature of physical educ
ation activities.8 It is
necessary to enamine the situation as
it exists for

:Iris in the

high schccls-cf the state if we are
to give adequate dUdy to the
various necessities of the comoulsc
ry program.

Of the 158 ph4-sica1

education teachers rerorted, fifty were
classified as instructors
for girls, which means that girl stud
ents who ccmprise about half of
the state high school enrsllment have
the misfortune of polling
less than one-third of the teacrs.
Seven of the schools indicted

4

-. Irwin, '1:e ?urricals_
(-t. Louis:
%. 1.1oeby

4

in Etsl.t.

fr77777,.
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one teacher for both boys and girl
s.

Physical education can be

enjoyed by both sexes, and the sane benef
its =ay be derived.

An

effert should be made by the schools of the
state to equalize the
opportunities for Lut.i.sxese
Another problen: ccnnected with physical educa
tion teachers is
eel:lining the jobs of the athletic coach
and the physical educutiaa
teacher.

Sixty-one percent of the total nwliter of schoo
ls cocperating

in the study indicated that their coach
would be the cnly physical
education teacher although over half of
these coaches have had no
sl7aciel training in this field, and
although it is recommended
that a woman teach girl classes.

Several dangers exist when the

coech is the only physical education
teacher.

In many instances

physical education will exist large
ly to develop material foi the
interschclestic program of athletics,
to the neglcct of many of
the minor sports which could be of
mere benefit to the mass of
students.

Too, the coach is apt to neglect the weak
, the under-

weight, and the poorly coordinated
student in favor of those Who
have athletic possibilities.

This 1:ractice would be very detri-

mental to any program of physical acti
vities, for special attention
should be given those Who can profit
most from the experience,
not those who can derive a considerab
le benefit with little or no
guidance and those who would receive
suffjcient exercise through
the inter-scholastic athletic prog
ram.

The author does not wish to

leave the i:ress.icn that all caches,
or even the average coach,

11
would neglect the tasic aims
of physical education if they have
had proper training, but there
is the danger thst the coach will
concentrate all or most cf his
efforts on developing boys for that
part of the program which is
used nose than any other as the basi
s
of evaluating his ability, name
ly athletics. Certainly the coac
h
who has had no training in any
phase of physical education other
than athletics is apt to teec
h those things with which he is
familiar.
many
In
of the smaller schools the
physical education teacher
nnst necessarily be assigned
duties other than those concerned
with teaching his subject,
and coaching probably would be one
of
these duties. This does not
mean that the individual, rega
rdless
of his duties, should sot have
adecivate professional preparat
ion.
Upon examination of the averages
of the various enrollment
groups, we find the smaller
schools with the smallest number
of
qualified teachers. Seventeen
of the twenty-five schools in
t.is
grcup of less than one hundred
students per school reperted they
had no teacher with a major
or minor in physical educetion and
that they would hire none next
year. Twenty-eight of the sixtycne schools with from one to
tao hundred students, nine
of the
thirty-three schools with from
two to three hundred students
,
Live cf the twenty-two scho
ols with from three to four hund
red
students, two of the eight scho
ols with from four to five hund
red
students, and one of the eigh
teen schools with more than
five
hundred
xts Tel-or-Led the same
cendition.

12
It wculd seem that the larger schools are
in a more favorable
position to carry out the requirements
of the licalth and Physical
Lducetion Ccde.

This is not the case.

Frcm the standpoint of the

number of pupils per teacher, which night
affect the size of the
classes, the sz:aller schools hold the
advantage.

Schools with

fewer than 100 students averaged 235
pupils per teacher, from one
to two hundred, 298 pupils, from two
to three hundred. 24 pupils,
from three to fcur hundred,287 pupil
s, from four to five hundred,
396 pupils, and over five hundred,
385 pupils per teachcr.

In

most cases the situation is improved
considerably when considering
the teachers which are to be hired
by next year.
number of pupils per teacher drors
te a low of

les

The average
in the sche.As

letth less than one hundred stude
nts, and ranges up to 359 in 1,::e
schocls with over Vve hthdred stude
nts.

Considering a six-leriod

school day, the lcwer enrollnent group
would have thirty-one pupils
i_er class, and the higher enrollnent
group would have fif'cy-nine
students per class.

The smaller schools would be in a more
favorable

position if the teachers were distr
ibuted equally among the schools.
How many teachers would it take to carry
out the provisions
of the Cede?

if each cf the 45,007 students in the one
hundred

and sixty-seven schools contributing
to this study were to parti-.
cipate in a physical education class
each day, if there were to be
an average of thirty pupils in
each class, and if each teacber
six periods per day, two hundred and
fifty qualified teachers

13
would be needed.

Since the schouls with small enrollments have

no need for six periods per day, the physi
cal education teuchers
willhecessarily have to teach other subjects.

Therefore several

more than two hundred and fifty teachers
will be needed to provide
the opportunity for every student in
these schools to participate
in physical education activities
daily.

14
Chapter III

Tine :LI.lotillent Ior Phyzical Education

Ldequate time allctment is another essential
of a welladmiaistered physical education program.

For the Code to be

curried out to the letter, each schocl
wculd be required to allot
enough time to the program to give each
student an opportunity
to enroll in an instructional class.

Since the Code definitely

specifies that "health and physiccl educa
tion shall bo included
in each pupil's program of daily learning",
the administrators of
the state must come to the realization
that these courses will
prcbably consne ncre of the student's
tine in high school than
any other subject, with the possi
ble exce,tion of two cr three
basic subjects.
In only a very few instancEs bare the schoo
ls reported programs capable of offering the needed
opportunities to the pupils
enrolled.

4;L total of 145 schools reported 223 physi
cal education

periods daily for boys and 151 for girls
, a total of 574 periods.
The average per day for these 145 schecis was
2.58 periods.

When

asked the question "how many periods
daily will you devote to
physical education instruction next
year?", 118 schools indicated
that they would allot 475 periods, an
average of 4.02 per school.
In the hypothetical situation set up cr. paces
12 and 1, 15C0

J•

wo.
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i-.oriods daily wsui..1 be needed
in all of the one hundred and sixt
y..
seven schools takin: part in
this stcd;,.
The average nurler of
periods for the 5o1I, acc
ording ts enrollnent, are listed
in
I whicn follows:

Table I
ferisds Fer Da.y Fer zchool By
Enrollment

3- .10
1947-48

:.:- C

L....-II,..

:::.1-C.J.:

c, 1-4C.0

2..7)4

2.50

0 r-

3.'15

4.5'

3.88

•- 1-500
....
7.29

co A.: up
4...'..
...-..

Ls the table indictes, there
is a continuous increase in the
average periods planned for
next year with the exception
of the
seven schools com;rising the
401-500 students group. It wo
ld
seem that these schools, by
coincidence, have better tha
n the
tie allotment that would exp
ected of schools of that
size
throughout the state, and the
refore might not be considere
d as
true reresentatives of the
ir group. Figure 5 on the fol
lowing
page shows the actual num
ber of periods compared to what
miTht
be called the ideal situat
ion.
Considerably less time is all
otted for girls than for sst7y
's.
The irort.m during t7.is sccol
year allercd 223 periods eat:1
1y

4•_.

.1-•!•••-

•

periods heeded

Mr

periods actually
planned
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5.71
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ri

stadents enrolled

A comparative study of
pericds of physical education
actually planned for next year and
the number of periods
necessary in each school to assure an
averace size class
of tirty pupils.

for bcys arid 151 for girls.

1:ext ysar, 256 periods 6il1 be

deveted to physical educatien for boys and 219 ler girls
accordto infor-stion give- 1,y the sch ol administrators.

The

difference in time allotraent, plus the unequal number of' teachers
for the t.:o sexes emphasizes the need for equalizotion
of opportunity
for both sexes. Figure 5 on page 16 compares the
physical educLtion
periods for both this :ear s.ud next year L

the sexes.

Aside from the instructional tericd of physical education
there should be other times devoted to free ilay and
to supervised
play periods ;- :hen the student may en,;:y using the
skills 'learned
in the instructional period. Such ;_ericds do not
necessarily
hare to be sendiched in the school day.

Often it is more st's-

fc-otery for high schools to held intranurals and
other free-time
partioileticn in physical activity after school hours.

HOWCVer,

the consolidated high school probably will find
it necessary to
devee

lunch hour

itr recess

periods tD such activities.

hc

averee time devoted to recess in the 157 schools
was nineteen
minutes per day, vilth the smaller schools devetin7 much
more tie
than the larger ones.

Supervised pisy overused 29 minutes in each

of the schools, and again the smaller schools
reported the larzer
time allotment for sue!: periods. :n scme cases the
administrators
evidert1y considered the physical education period as
supervised
Lmi. thus ;rcreased considerably the avera7e tiLe
Fpcat
F!e-

su:cr-.-ised clay are cr imi rtamt

5
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Coinparative study of ph;:sica1
ed..lcution periods for 1.oys and zirls

;yr&

part of the fhysical education program,
and certain steps should
be t,;.kon to L.sure usai;e of equipment
and facilities by the stuOeut
at ties other than regularly sche'"
uled classes.
In some of the larger high Echools with enrol
lments of
approximately one thousand students, it would
be inpossible, or
at least in:Tactical, to expect the
school to require every student
to take i.:hysici education daily
.

If

there were tc be thirty

pupils in each class, over thirty periods would
be needed daily
under such circumstances.
six instructors.

This in turn would necessitate at lest

The author poses the question of how these schoo
ls

are going to follox the requirements of the
Code.
In mcst of the schocis of the state, physi
cal education falls
far short of being given the the allotr
,ent needed, although this
requirenent will be met in 'Lan,' cases if
the school devotes biX
periods per day or less for each of the
sexes.

•
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Char ter I7

inysical 1::ducation facilities
Part I
L;y:-..r:asiums and ilssociated lacilities

Ade.

,Lte facilities are as important to the success cf the

Health and P-lysical Ei,;cation Code in the state of Kentucky as
are properly trained teachers and adecuate time allotment.

It

is very difficult to establish exactly what is needed in the way
of these facilities, 1.t- a minimum can be established by referring
to the type of activities recommended by the states studied in
Chapter 1, and determining what ecuipment and facilities art.
needed in each.
A gymnasium or a rlay room is essential to any year-round
physical education program.

ii:ost of the gymnasiums of this stete

have been built to accomodate the interscholastic athletic program,
and naturally do not meet the needs of both this program and the
physical education program which is to engross the entire student
baiyof the school.
Fifteen schools, or nine percent, of the one hundred and
sixty-seven schools cooperating do not have gynnasiunx at all.
These sch.00ls rill have a difficult task in initiatinz a veilrounded prccrL7 without the use 01 indoor facilities.

^41.

Durin

eld winter nchths a.nd the rainy sErir

be L.1.--.Tzt

sea:cn it would

to hold outdccr classes, c.r. until these

schcLil. •.,.re provided with gymnasiu.i.s alnost 1C

cf the entire

grou:. of schools cannot be expected to carry cut the provisions
of tne Cede.
ihe writer h.s not attempted to determine the degree to which
the size cf the gymnasiuLs -will affect the pro -r. Y.any factors
must be taken into consideration in deterzdninc this question,
and nether the siace nor the ti.;:.e were availe'cle for such a study.
The lar,-er the gymnasium the more likely a wide variety of activities
can be offered the student.

It is assumed in this study that a

larTe enou:;% to accomedate a basketl-all ;',.17.c. is 1 L-rze
enough to accomodate a physical education class.
-he need for an E:.71.Fle

lockers, dress.x.nG rooms, and

shower rooms is proportion:-te to the hunter of schools making
dress_4n:: for pn, icul ed-.;.c.;.tion classes com:i:ulsir-„-. It is Generally
agreed that when physical education becomes a co:!:plete period in
length the: student should be reluired to have a complete change
of clothes in which to participate in physical education activities.9
Ordinarily simple uniforms are to be desired.
dressing

MONS,

The number cf shower

and lockers now available for use in the

and Clifford i. 1:rowhell, The Adminiztre.tica
,n7177:cnracn.:
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school would naturally influence the administrator
in deternining
whether the student is to dress for physical education
next year
or not.

Lighty-eight school official>will require boys to dress,

thirty-five indicated boys would not dress, and seven
were in doubt.
Seventy-six indicated girls would be required to dress
in gym
clothes, forty-six said they would not Le required to
dress, and
six were in doubt.

From these figures one can see that less than

fifty percent of the one hundred and sixty-seven
schools will
make dressing for the physical education class
in clothes other
than street clothes mandatory.

Therefore, less than half of the

schools will have need for showers and lockers to
accomodate the
physical education program.
health education and physical education may be very closc
ly
associated if adequate shower facilities are avail
able. "Properly
constructed and wisely administered shower rooms
provide one of
the beet latcratories for inculcating certain healt
h practices of
personal cleanliness wle youth enjoys the clean
sing and inigorating
••••

properties of the bath.

1=y unanimous agreement the shower bath

after exercise constitutes and ttegral part
of the physical
education period." 10
A total of 341 shower rooms were reported by
150 schools,
with each school averaging 2.28 of these
rcons.

1
°Ibid, p. 279

This would seem,

reserviag b-le room for boys and cne for girls, that bathing
faci:.ts are adequate.

This is not t!_e case, for ainistr

designated 65% of the shower rooms esthose for bcs, leaving
for girls.

Table II, which follows, shows the average r

of shower rooms in each school for the two sexes according to

;.veraTre Number of Showers Per School By Sex and Enrollment

.3cx
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In the entire group of schools,each school averaged 1.49 shower
rooms for boys and .7S rLcwer rooms for girls.

As the table

indicates there is no ar_Treciable difference between the various
enrollment groups except between the girls in schools with fewer
than three hundred student

and those of more than that.

The schools

in the Lower enrollment groups are in a more favorable position,
oince the
the

Sar..E.

have a smaller number cf students who will use about

nunlr,r of showr rooms.
cilmer

Each group cf schoo:s averes

1-,cr Fcnoci, anc- frcn this c--E.Lfpoint night
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be concidered in a fair rositicn in re-rd to such facilities.
Lany of the schoul& covered in this survey are not in any
position tc offer b-thi

aci

all their students.

Thirteen of this group re,crted no show.ers at all for boys and
sixty-five showed the same condition for girls.

This means that

52% of the reporting schools cannot require bathing after physical
exercise of 'both sexes, nor can they i-rcvide the facilities to
allow those who desire to bath to do so.

How can we possibly

teach cleanlinss of bod;and proper habits associated with it if
we do nct have the facilities in

to bathe?

The boys in the staoe• are fairl:- well suTiaied wt1-1 facilities
in w.ich

o dress.

One hundre!. anf. fifty schools reported a tctal

of 220 dressinz rooms for toys, an average of 1.47 per school,
and 105 dressinz rocrz for girls, an average of .70 per school.
Four schools :.. eve no dressinz rooms for bcys and fifty-four have
none for

As fir as tnese facilities are concerned the

schools are in atc'2.t t.le same condition as are the larer
schools.

Table III on raze 25 snows the number of dressing rooms

per school both by the sex and by enrollment groups.
As the table indictes, all the schools have about two dressing
rooms each on the averaze. Each school could have one dressing
room each for L;s and

rls if there were no conflict with inter-

saclastic

dIP
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Table 711
Averare Number of Dressing Rooms Per
School
by Sex ar_i LLrellment

...,
S
Sex

": D 7 N T .

• ...._ r
,I...:

Eoys

1.94

....._

.-_-_

Girls

...-

• r.n.

..._
.•
._

.

%tea

. --

1.91

2.1C

,
:.....

..

T

7

.._1-..

,--,„

a.
2.57

,

..-,

.70

2...-f

4.17

Fifty-nine schools reported cne shower
room for boys and
cno for girls, Lnd fifty-seven schcols
reported one dressing room
for edch. A very serious problem
results fraa such a condition.
Ordinarily, dressing rcons are used
for locker rooms, and those
schools with two or less rooms of this
sort will necessarily be
forced to require totnithose in phys
ical education classes and
those in the interscholastic athl
etic program to use the same
facilities.

The possible inconveniences of doub
le usage are evident,

especially when girls, locker rooms
must be used by visiting athletic
teams. Certainly the ideal situation
would be the provision of
separate dressing rooms for varsity
athletics. Lamy of the girls'
dressing rooms in the state were
designed as rooms for visiting
s.thlctic clubs and necessity has forc
ed them into double usageboth for ph;:sical edcEticn sLci
erLc
=-1 visiting sthletee.

41.
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tf the ;_igh schools cooTeratin
,;. in this study have enough
facintits cf this sort to avdC
use by ,.cre than c:.e group.
_croent cf
dressin: roon.s.
dressin: rooms.

sshools hnve a tctal of fc_r or
more
or l5;, cf the sc....ols rep.orted
three

In this situation tne boys' ire

in

room nay te

used b: 'reth the athletic clot
s :r..7 the physical edoc-ticn classes,
while the -iris' classes and the
visitin: tall teams have se,arate
rcoms. Seventy-she r erceht of
the schocls have only txo or less
dressin rosols, aad it is in
these sohcols that the most seri
eus
prstlems of double LiGu
will be evident. .A.1though arra
ngements
have tee:. ::lade for comb
atting this ixcblem in many of
the high
schools cf the state for ..any
years, the n.ost satisfactory s;s:
ELL
Le re arate showers, locker
rooms, and dressinc rooms f,r
beyst and ;L'rlse physical
education classes and athl
etics.
If students enga,.;ing in the phzi
sical activities of the Irozrum
are to !
-.e. required to dress, then the
sehcol :oust have adequate
ischer service for each student.
Lodern health and physical
educLtion prograns er_rhasize
the importance of sanitary and
wellerluipzed 'ocher facilities as
well as adequate cynnasiums and
play11
r-ro
unds
.
This stud- is concerned with the
0
number of lockers in
the possession of the schools
and not the type used. However,
care
should se tahen to insure
some tyi,e of locker service that
will
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not only protect the veluables ad street clothes of the student
while participating in physical education activities, but will
allow the uniforms to dry before t:,e3 are used

aZain.

One hundred and thirty-six schools answered the questions
askedeLout lockers with definite responses

eight more

schools gale such answers as "ohe rcorl", "racks", or "plenty".
There is a definite increase in ti:e averare nurber of lockers
per school as the enrollment increases.

Table IV compares the

average number of lockers per school by enrollment groups, by
sexes, and by total averages.

Table IV
;
,vera,7:e 24,z.ber of Lockers Per School
By Zex And Enrollrent

i
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The smaller schools have a very small number of lockers while the
.t

larger schools have considerably more but still not enough to
provide more thar a small percentage of the student body with an

iniULal locker.
6ix sk.t,ols, or

f,ndicaled

enou,
gh lccl:ers were

t-f7.Lry student LI rcLc1.

Yoz7rtech, or 10,::

the cther schools shored they had enough loc:Kers to act:or:oda-to
cv-Er 1-_2t cf thcir students wit
t.o

an indiNid -ua:

cc:s v.1:ich gave inCe`'Ihite answers do have a truff;c:

11:.- .cr of locers, tnen 18
nulf of te.r

of the schccis cFur supIly at least

tudents with locker:: in which to store gy:a cic:h, , •

z.:t,:_ost Lai, ul u.,e students are to be re:uired tc dreos, Els
adr.Lhirators !,- ave iniicated, then some provisLn 1Lust
to enaci.a. each of tnek7 studel:ts tc, atcre

is clothea without

worry of lo..
desirable location fcr ti.e lookers would be in
adjaccht to the shower room.

asked if their lockers wero

in the gymnasluol, on1.
;
- fcrt-nine of the one hundred and thirti,
ts c1-,s anslfered in tne
will ntcesa.r.I.

tirtje. .1):•,-edies waste of ',Iry

rest from having the storage place locutea tuu

1rc..- 1 the activity area, and time lcst in acing to and fro::: !ht.
dressins

1-)cker roo:as must necessarily co::.e from the physionl

educatio:a period. About one-third of an hour period will be lnnt
in drescin:
no :.- .ore ti

bathinz; under hcrnal circumstances, and certainly
.asses should te added u1:11e!;s absolutely necessary.

AAP

t

Fart Ii
Playgrouwit and .ssociated iacilities

Anc:ther must in a physical education pregram of value
is an
adequate i'layrsurd, with enou.;_ ,er7az.ent facil
ities inst_lied
to insure a -;ariety of acti-zities for the stude
nt.

The pie-arc-LA

is becomin: Lacreasin

the adm:_nistraticn cf an

adequai._ physical education Erc.,ram.

'Almost witho....t exce;tdon,

administrators recommend outdoor recreation areas
for I, -sicul
u:Less incle:_ert

forces the students

inside."12 Tne frcs1-. air mnd suns:mine fond cutsi
ae cannot .ue
e--„.aled us a healtl.y
Jay

E. ::ash, in

reconnerZs a

iz

i.dministrn cf ihyzical Education,
of ten acres for senior hig:1 schools rear.-

loss of enro11ment.13 Jesse F. 6illiazz ircre
ases that minit%um to
ten acres plus one Acre for each tv:- -nundre
d students enr-l1ed.14

4

in round figures, ten cr twelve acres are neede
d ir the hiLh schocl
playground, excluding buildings, football stadi
ums and sir:liar

3

structures.
Cre hu.ncirbd and fifty-sever schccls reported
a total of

12Icid,

536
. iasn, The :‘d:iir:.strtion of Physicel :ducaticn
S4, Earne s and Co.,
ar.!:, cr.
p. 37

70,D acres of playgrounds, an
aver -,:e of four ahd one-h4tIf
er sc;lool.

(The aNeras for the entire group of schools

incre:::u 1 coasideraLly -c; one s
ilaground.)

The avera,;e p

cres
WUE

1 with one hundicO 1;c:-es in it:

- rod size per school by enrollment

groups is soan in Table V.

Average 3-layground Size Fer Schoo
l
2nrollment
0-10C studets

LIze of ray;-,rel:d
2.6 acre=

1C1..200

"

Z01-10.
4C1-5C.
c,-

L

•• .6

er
f/

1/

11

5.1

"

2.13

The smallest and the large
st schocls seem to have the smallest
playgrounds.

Az can te seen froku Table V,
none of tr.e various

enrollment groups come close to
meeting the requirements set up
by two of tHe foremost physi
cal educators in the coun%ry.

Ei-hteen

of u.e Lne hundred and
fifty-seven schools reporting
.1.‘-et such
a require7!ent. Thirteen
more of the schools have at
- tt.-24- five
acres cf recreational
areas. Li:_ty-one Lonco--,
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or less acres in each pleyground and nineteen hove less than one
•

acre.
be

There are !many reasons why the minimum of ten acres has

estehlished.

rot -- he least izpertant cf these reasons is the

need fcr iermanent play areas which is discuszed in Chapter V,
Fart I.

Before Aemt-uck

high schools can prcvide an outstanding

program of activities for the students, more land must be acquired
which can be converted into play area.
Even though most of the high schools cf the state hove playgrounds that are too se.all to meet the needs of their students,
one hundred and twenty of one hundred and forty reporting schcols
share their playgroundwith the elementry school.

Althcugh this

is one of the less serious problems in the administraticn of the
program, it should be considered seriously.

The schedule should

not be arranged in such a way that both groups are on the playground at the sane time.

Since the activities that are engaged

in by students on thebe t-wo educat:cnal levels are different,they
cunnot engage in activities as one group.

Therefore there would

have to be two separate areas for the two grcups to use.

Permanent

facilities and play areas should be installed for each group.

In

short, the already too-snail playgrounds necessarily will have to
be divided into still smaller play areas in 86; of the schools.
Again the need for larger playgrounds in the high schools of the
state is evident.
Echc:. fuoilities Ot

CrLLy tç, the
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in '_any of the schools covered in this survey. "Public school
pley;rounds are an essential part nct only of physical education
but of cc=unity playground and recreation activities."15 A large
percentage or school officials in Eent-chy realize this fact.
LigLty-eight of one hundred and tiirty-two schools indicated that
their playgrounds are being used in a recreation program outside
of school hours.

Many of these schools provide a trained leader

for playground supervision during the summer months.

Others allow

the use of their playground in a community-wide recreation program.
Since most scllools have facilities and equipment that cannot be
provided by the community in which the school is located, and since
the school buildings and playsroLI:ds are, in a sense, the property
of the taxpayers of the community, it is fitting and proper that
these items shall be made available to the citizens of the cemmunity
when they are not in use by the students.

It is gratifying that

more than half of the sohools covered in this survey allow the use
of their playground in a recreation program.

15Ibid,

r. 306

.•00
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Chapter V

Permanent Flay Areas and Equipment

The number of permanent play areas and the amount and type
of equipment needed by :ash school depends on the program of
activities planned.

The program should contain a wide range of

activities so as to give the pupil the opportunity to engage in
at least some activities to his liking. L11 the large divisions
of physical education activities should be represented in the
program if possible.

Table VI on the following page gives the

large classes of a-tivities of this type and a fer; of the
individual gaL:es and activities that are found in each group:
The Code fails to stipulate what activities or what groups
of activities are necessary to a well-organised high school
physical education ps.ogram, although the health and Physical
Education Law of 1920 directed the State Board of Education to
prescribe such a course of study.

The evaluation of equipment

and permanent play areas would be comparatively simple if this
material were available.
Ar!

In the absence of such data, the activities

reccrnended for the schools in the four states in Chapter I are
used as a criterion.

T'Le activites in Table VI, therefore, are

examples of What activities should be included in the Kentucky
Physical EdLcation Program.

It is not necessary for each school

.••••
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Table Vi
Physical Education Activities

Class of activity

Individual games and activities
in each crc,o

Preparatory activities

walking, rlmning, leaping,
callcping, jumping, calisthenics,
dual type or coabatives

Mass activities

games of low organisaticn and
relay gates

Athletic games

bacebtal, softball, basketball, field hockey, football,
touch football, soccer, speedball, track, volleyball

Self-testin6 activities

stunts, tumbling, and apparatus
(rope climbing, chinningP. etc.)

Rhythmics and dance

folk dancing, clog dancing,
tap dancing, social daricing,
modern dancing

Individual and dual sports

arctery, badminton, handball,
t-icrsesnees, paddle tennis,
shuffleboards, table tennis,
tennis

Aquatics

swimming, diving, life saving

160ni0 Hi-7h Schocl Standards, "Health, Physical Education,
Recrt6=7 and S71777r, tate Department of Education,
Columbus, Ohio, pp. 40-50
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to have enough equips.ent on hand tc srovide an oppor
tnnity for
participation in all the activities listed in Table
VI, but the
schocls -aith the widest variety of activitieo, every
thing else
being eq-,;a1, will have the more outstanding progr
am. Every student
should have the chance to en-ago ih all forms
of physical education,
to engage in the type of activities that is popul
ar to him.

Fart I. Flay Areas

The permanent play areas reported by school offic
ials c000ere.ting in tais investigation are not na;serous enoug
h to meet the reeds
of the pupils enrolled in the various
schools.

If softball, horse*

shoes, volleyball, and baseball provided suffi
cient activiti,
then these schools would be in a fair position
to install an
adequate playground program.

However, these activities are only

a few of tho many that should be nade
available to the student.
Tale VII an the following page shows the avera
ge number of
play areas installed per.aanently on the playg
round of each school.
By averages, not a sint;le item in the table
is found cn every
laayTeund represented in this survey.

Practically all emphasis

is placed on permanent play areas which
provide opportunity for
:
J rtici -pation in athletic games.
Twelve of the 167 schools investigated have
no outdoor play
areas of any sort.

Thirteen schools have only one area.

Ara.

Thirty*

lle VII
Permanent Play Lreas IL the Avere
School By Enrollment Groups

Students Lnrclled
Permailent play areas
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one .::chccas have two, thirty—eiht schools have three, and taenty—
four :.ch,:clo :,ave for .c-r
Obdsin:

7 L

are

the sot rcrular activity.

ertl

inta1ledfacilitivs of this

in each sc:.00l, zoftball is Iv far
It is evident that athletic gares

ha%e ieen t:i;e bachtchc, if not the tsdy, of 1.a:3t Fh-;sical educaticn
prograr_s in Zentucky.
The writer has not attemI tcd tc Oettrz,dne how many or which
of the various play areas shoulo be installed on the playground.
Fcwever, in view of te ruireLlents cf the Code every school should
take an effort to provie those facilities that will enable t::e
stuuent to - articipate in a wide variety of activities.

Not all

stchts are mbrc interested in eneging in athletics than in
for%s of physical eaucticn.
adfim

her

Every school should seriously consider

terzir, courts, archery lanes, and other such facilities

with the thobsht in rdnd of sroviding opportunity fcr partici:tion
t.c aL1.1 '

Fart II.

Physical Educution Equirpent

Tc detersine the degree to which equiprent now in the hands
cf the physical eduction teachers of the schools in this study
will aid in providing an adecuate rrcgrahl, the present suFFly of
1'Leslie
71. Irwin, The Currioulun.
, in Eealth and Physical,
Lducation (St. Louis: C77. Lcsby
7:97-7,7.7.7.2
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equipment moy be compared with toe activities suEz:ected for the
program in Table VI.
Preiratory activities ELnd ::ass activities require little
or no equiprient and therefore require no discusLion here.

Every

school in the state can add these activities ta the ph-,-sical
education prosram without financial worries over
Athletic oa.r.cs have been, and from all indications, will be
the backbone of the Kentucky high school physical education
prcgram.

Athletics senerally carries its own drive, and therefore

is the icet easily taught.phase of physical education from the
standpoint of p,pil interest.

tior,

tne degree that social conduct

is Cie concern of public education, the athletic field serves

A

admirably as a laboratory for the teaching of ideals concerned

,t.•

with perso:.al respect and grcop consciousness."18 Therefore,
athletics should be one of the most important types of physical
1
education activities incorporated in the program.
Table VIII on the following page shows the averages of various
athletic equipment items in each school, both by enrollment
groups
and by the total of all the schools represented in this
study.

As

can be seen, athletic equipment is far more plentiful than any
other class of items.

Softball, baseball, volleyball, and football

lkilliams and Kral:Lel], or. cit., p.331
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Tz•Cir.: VIII
4.-.out of iquipment, By The Item, In eb:th School
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are the Lost popular gables if the
any indicator.

For actual

rcunt of ecluipnent ou ha 1-

e coapetition, the over-all art.,c
1S

cf t.irtp

s'r.L,s enough eguipt:ent to acoo:-_-.,date

is not
in eac':: of the above sports. .i, physical education program
made up entirely of games, however.

it should contain instruotich

activities,
in the fundamental skills invL17ed in a wide vr,riety of
atidetics included.

1:uch o.ore e:,aip_eht-, will 'Le needed for

practicing the ihidual skills 1...cc rill be

ired in actual

game competition.
I;sing. softball as an example, a hypothetical case nay be
established which will show how im:portant adequate eouip:.ent is
teLcher is

to the success ofthe instructional rrogrt..n.

instructing the clusz in the various throws involved in softball.
better neanz ccJd re devised t.hen to break

t:iPolsu

into

with the tro st-Adonts in each pair facing eac:i other et
..r_ce of abouOtwenty feet.

Each lairi

iven c-ne

to threw beck and forth practicin: the various throws.
goes from one person to another

ivin

The teacher

individual instructi—n.

In such a class, fifteen softballs would be needed in a class of
thirty students.

If one ball were available for each four students,

the efficiency of the instruction woad be lessoned because the
student would have only half the practice.

Certainly ten or

fifteen stsdehts i.er ball would render this type of instruction
let: of efficiencz: in the

of
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skills wcald rtslt from a snorta&e of eciaip! cht Li other sports.
Certainly game contests are not omitted in a Lood, physical education
prograL4, f:r it 1: .re that the st,ident

r-,,.c,tc.;s the ckills
but a lart-e

learned in the drills of the instructional
sixuli be _tec.' to

part of the instructional

funda::,entf.1 skills tf a variety cf
Z;,- referring to :al:le

:he can ri

ee that it will

be a difficult task to teac:. the individual skills cf athletic
ga::.e; because of lac

of eoluir_ent. 4.,ssulLing 2:,:zt classes will

be :lade Ili. of aArty pupils, ahd thcre is every ree.scn to
they lain. have more, there

'be cne softuAll to five peoEle
one focttall

on t_o averaLe, one baseball :-.)r

11 for each thirteen studets,

for every iwelve stadents, one voli
t.nirty-s1

one soccer ball fol-

stade

tne hant:.tall for

each Lrcup of seventy-five s:.Aents, and one hc6(ey bull for e-..-ery
Ert-11

hundred and fift;,

Oniy sc:tball ana basena.1

skills cam be taug-ht with ay efficiency with tie ireseat ame_nt
of ec,uip:-ent.
A large number Gf schools are in nc position to teach “Lietios
in the rhysical educ_tion pro -,:ram next

tLr. 6ixtee

ercent of

tatatl number of scnools c:vered in this survey indicated that
they haa no softballs, twenty-six i.,,ercent hud .e vslleycalls,
ftreo
fer-:y-t.

rcent hod no Oozol.1113,
i orce

a

,ercent had no

:.ocer b.:r.
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had no handballs, ana ninety-seven percent had no hockey Leila.
These averaLes show tie inability of neny of the hieh schools
of this state to adeirister athletic activities fel- all studsets,
even though there is ncre equipment en hand ler athletics than
fur any other grcup cf physical education activities..
Self-testing activities, which include stunts, tumbling, and
apparatus, are a very important part cf any
prcgram.

sical edecation

Lest of the equipment needed for these activities is

mere or less permanent; that is, it lasts fcr a mach longer period
of tire than do such items as balls and bats.

e_ost cf the activities

that come under this heeding are of the indoor type.

A complete

survey of the equipment in this group could not be made, but ench
of the essential iters were included to deterrane the trend in
teaching these items.

In many self-testing activities mats are

the only items of equipeent needed.

In the entire group of scheels

covered in this study the average number of mats per school was
1.63.

The small schools again had the lowest number per schcol

and the lar:er schools were again the wealthiest.

The writer feels

that a class of thirty students would need at least four mats for
many of the activities that are called self-testing.

Seventy..

three schccls out of the one hundred and sixtyeseven schools
reporting have no rats et all, and fifty-five more have less than
three.

These schools, wnich constitute 7.3;:
- of the total nuni;er,

are in no position to ef,er tuabling and stunts in thir pre.:ram,
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if the number „r Laats owned by the scols Lrc
Lech school averges 27 horizontal bars.
that by avers_ es each four schools

This would indicate
have one horizontal

Yet all the bars were located in l7; of the schools.

bar.

Again

the amount of self-testing euipngent on hand seens to point out
that tne schools have done little in regard to offering this
class

f physical education activities to their students.

Rhythnics and dance are probably as inpertant to the development of skill, coordination, and social grace as are any other
physical education activities.

Lany leaders in physical education

have, for a number of years, advocated the need fcr :4ore and more
oceducaticmal activities.19 D.ncing is among the few activities
in which both sexes can compete with equal opportunity for success,
and taus becomes one of the nost imortant coeducational features
of the physical education prc;ram.

Yet public opinion must be

overcoi:.e before the4 various forms of dancing can beco:Te an interal
part of the physical ed.,:caticn program in the state of :Kentucky.
In answer to the question, "Does your community allow social
dancing?", 42; of the one hundred and thirty-five replying schools
indicated it did.

73% of one hundred and forty-five schools

indicated that folk dancing was allowed in the schccl.

1.9,

•

ci

p. 164

One Lf the
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a
most important barriers to tl.e phial education program as
whole, and dancing in particular, is ti.:e lack of interest and
kno771eage of the lay public regardins the values of physical
education activities.
4

The only large item of equipment necessary for an adequate
rhythmic and dance program in the high school is a phonograph,
and if a talented student is on hand to 1.ilay the piano, even this
item of ecuipment is not necessary.

In

the entire group of schools

represented ia this study, there is an average of .75 phonographs
per school, although about half of tne schools reported none.
There will be many .a,t.:_dents 1.;c will derive more pleasure and benefits frcm dancing ti,tir, fr= any ct::.er activities, and for this
reason the author believes that these activities should become
a part of the activity program.
Individual and dual s7crts are rich in value, especially
recreation value which remains with the individual into adult
life.

These activities, such as tennis, horseshoes, suffleboard,

and similar games, are of the utmost importance in any physical
education program, especially to those students who for one reason
or another derive more pleasure and receive more benefit from
them than from any other grosi, of physical education activities.
As table VIII indicates, the schools in this study have failed to give this group of activities
becn Liven tc athletics.

tfle Same

emphasis that has

Thee schccis have a compt_rutively small
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amount of equipment on hard that can be used in individual and
duel sports.

Not a single item of this type was reported in as

many tt-- half of the one hundred and sixty-seven schools.
aocentuates the shortage of equip.Lent for individual and dual
activities, for in practically all of these, several sets of
equip-ent would be necessary in order to teach them in the instructional pericd. Four tennis racquets are needel for a doubles
Lame, and only sixteen schools of the group have that many or more.
It would be difficult to determine how man:- table tennis sets and
suffleboard sets would be needed in each school for space would •
be the determining factor.
each.

All schools could have one set of

radminton would require the sare number of racquets as

would tennis for one ;are of doubles.

Yet there is but cue

badminton set to each two schools, on the average.

The table

on page 46 shows the number of schools who reported at least one
o

the iter listed./
Table VIII and ruble IX show that it will be difficult to

add individual and dual sports to the physical education program
unless additional equipment is provided to most schools.
SU2aARY
The high schools in Kentucky must be provided with additional
equipment for the use of the student and teacher in the instrueticnal phase of the physical edt„cation program if the health and
Ph;:r:fsJl Ldecation Code is to onerete

10
.1
_i•

iti ce.u. As for

Te fercentage of Schools Reporting Equipnent Item

Item of equipment

% of schools reporting
at least one item

Horseshoe sets

465

Table tennis sets

425

Tennis racquets

14%

Shuffleboard sets

28%

Badminton sets

24%

Dart sets

athletic equipment, only three games, softball, baseball, and

(Since most of the high schools in the state compete in the
interscholastic athletic program, the author assumes that practically every high school in the state has at least a few basketballs.)

In only a small percentage of these schools reporting

equipment in the above sperts can an adequate instructional program in the fundamental skills be initiated without additional
equipment. Seventy-three rercent of the schools have less than
tl-ee

si:t-three ;€'cert hare no horizcrt- 1 'N=re,
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indicating that self-testing activities edght not be taught next
year unless additional equipment is made available.

Fifty-eight

percent of the schools reporting indicate social dancing cannot
be taught because of community prejudices, and 27

cannot teach

folk dancing for the same reason. Lost half of the schools have
no phonograph.

Unless the school is fortunate in having several

talented pianists, these schools cannot offer rhythmics and dunce.
Not a single item of individual and dual activities was reported
to be in possession of eiore than half of the schools, and three
of the six items were not found in over 75% of them. So additional equipaent of this type is necessary before a vast znjority
of the schools can offer this class of physical education activities.
•
Aquatics could fort: a very important part of the program if a
4

ewirming pool were at the disposal of the school.

However, only

two percent of the total numbcr of schools rercrted such facilities.
#
Thus this group of activities rust be fcrgotten by the averae
high school of Kentucky.
The amount of equipment on hand during the 1947-46 school
year is no guarantee of the amount that v 11 be in the possession
of the school next year. Ialch of the material

used in the

physical education program is expendable, and the schools night
add considerably to their suiplies befcre the next school year.
It

is the writer's opinion that unless appropriaticns for pnysical

educetien are increused substantiully, the figures rresented In

this chapter will be in:c.etive of t.cee that will be cn hand
next year.

If nothing else he

cPen accomilisned in this chapters

the dalla has given an idea ci ? t-t has been taught in the physical
edl.cation jrcr_I. in t'le 1.g47-48 schccl yeLr, end Ilessibly acts
as a ireview cf .hat will 1,e ta4g2-t next year.

Chapter VI

Health Lxaminatiocs

There has been scrieul2 doubt among ecucatars cf the state
as to whether the part of the Code dealing with compulsory medical examinations for teachers and lupils at certain intervals
can be put into operation by the public schools of Eentucky.

Be

that as it may, the school children and teachera will be the center
of thc greatest ihysical fitl:esa prol:r::m in the histaly of the state
beginning in September, IS48.
There is little controversy over the benefits that could
be derived from such a program.

The improvement cf the he--.1th

of the student will increase the efficiency of teaching,

say

nothing of the improvement of the health of society in general
in the state.

In1911ny abncrmalities early discovery is necessary

so corrective procedures may be put into operation before it is
too late.

Posture abnormalities, certain abnormalities of the

eyes, tuberculosis, and heart disease are a few examples. Luch
misery, including educational misery, can be saved by diagnosing
and correcting weaknesses in the health of the school child.

Thus

the medical examination upon entering school for the first til-ts,
and a check-up each third year therearter wou.1
the stude;t chd the c.chocl in

not cn14. benefit

he is er_rc.:.1e::,

t wc1:.1d bs

a great service to sLciety in genera/.
Forty-six of the one hundred and sirty-ceven scheels coopc::.:in, in this study indicated they recoulre,i health exc.:linotions of their students.

large percentae of these eraminaticns

vere siven at school by a school nurse or the county health nurfe
or decter.

Kt) error; Las .ade by the writer to determine what

ty:e of examinatien was Liven, and i.ence this gives us little
indication as to how these health examinations will aid in the
inauguration of the state.-wide prcsram.
.;Lt a meeting of superintendents, principals, and teecners
of the second ecngressienal district, cal:cd by Lr. E. B. ahalir
of the state Department of Education, must of the ad::.inisIrators
present expressed dcubt that the school district alone could bear
the cost cf the Lro:csed health program.

In addition, several

county health doctors emphasized the fact that their departments
re zrely undesta:fed, that many counties had too few dootcrs
to meet the normal needs of the populaticn, and therefore cculd
not be expected to bear the additional load of redioal exa7.inf,tions
for school children.

The shortage of medical personnel and the

lack of adequate finances will have a harr,fdl effect on the cperatien
of the health program.
.
:- .chuol authorities of the first congressional district
raised the following otjections tc the .health provisio_s of tile

•
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eede.20
1.

Scncol Boards eventually may have to finance the
entire pl-cg.am on their already lin.ited funds.
l:aintenance of the permanent nealth recoraswill
require too much tire of school authorities.

3.

The cede will net be effective until provisions are
made to remedy ihysical defects eiscoNcrei threugh
the examinations.

4.

cf health and physical education
The teachl
courses may reuire additional teachin; personnel.

;ill the objections seem to rect frel: a shorte of funds with
Ahich to administer the irczram.
- of the co;:loulscry redical examination a recent
In sieakini;
Courier-Journal article estimated the cost of such an e:ration
at thirty-five dollars.21 At this rate, a school with one hundred
entering students would be recuired to pay three thousand and
five hundred dollar for r_eoLcal exasinatiohs for one year alcLe.
Few school districts of this size can afford thee adaitional
c;n:.cnses cn their Eresent ai-ircpriations. Financial condition
of the schcol district, then, is cne of the main determiners
of success in the health as well as the physical education phase
of the pro;ramt.

20 Harry Bc1ser, The Courier-Jcurnal, Louisville, 1y., "First
District Group Ratifie.771777777;17777-Trcz,m7", Feb. 12, 1946,

Sect1,71 II,
-:—J
L ;

Cf1'Icff:13

,,tc.t.hYL. 11, I.. S
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The state has not specified exactly what steps are to be Colley,
ed ih the administration of the health program.

The only speci—

fication is that a medical examinaticu be given to the first grade
youngsters who are entering school for the first time next fall.
Since each school has the right to form its crma policies in regard
to financing the program, giving the examinations, and following
with corrective meastres for those who need them, it was very
difficult fel- the author to make a thorough stbdy of ti-* problems
relating to the health phase of the program.

This phase of the

Health and Physical Education Code is in netd of further investi—
mtion,
a
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Chapter VII

Suumary

Before an adequate health and physical education program
can be inaugurated in the state of Kentucky, 'many of the factors
cortributdng to the failure of an adecjiate prck,ram must be removed or cerrected.

If there is to be a compulsory pro ram, there

should be an outstanding p-cgram which will benefit all the students
who participate in it, end indirectly all of the society of which
the school is a part.

The foregoing chapters have pointed out

many of the conditions that must be remedied -zefore the statewide program can be temed a success.
Less than half the high schools covered in this study are
in a position to offer a good physical education class frcA the
standpoint of traifed teachers. Some of the school officials
indicated they could not employ these instructors becaese of the
high salaries they would have to pay.

Regardless of the reasons,

many of the pupils of the state will not receive adequate leadership in physical activities next year due to the shortage of
teachers with college preparation in physical education and health.
A ccmparison between the time allctted to physical education
during the 1047-48 school year and the proposed allotment for the
1E48-49 school year shows emphatically that ti.e schools officials
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L.:lying
are not allowing Vie tie asked for in the Code, but are
slowly tcwurd fuvillnent of this requirement.

Next year only

sta;dy rill
a small i:ercentage of the students re-Eresented in this
daily school
be able to make physical education a part of their
pating next
life; yet there will be a greater percentage eartici
year than there

WU3

last year.

in most
The large facilities needed in the program are found
schcols, but the smaller facilities are not adeeuate.

The shower

the
rooms, dressing rooms, and lcckers do not give every student
bathe
opportunity to dress in gym clothes during activity nor to
afterv:ards.

The remanent nay areas located= the playgrounds

to his
are fur toe few to atsure each student a tyle of activity
liking.

The playground is far below the minimum size as reccm-

me%ded by lending physical educators.

Considerable improveneht in

l educefacilities must be in evidence before an adequate physica
can be established.
:1 prcj.rnm
who
Equipment poses another obstacle in the way of those
wctzld see the Ercvisicns of the Code carried cut.

Caly athletic

high schools
ecuipment for two or three genes is found in most of the
covered in this study, and it is in such s!:all quantities that
ical.
instruction in the fundamental skills involved wculd be irprect
of activities
Efforts should be made to provide a much wider variety
in the physical education prcgram, which would make additional
netersary.

Thcre

ec.mz

to

a

7::.12.n.zr.cs.1- cm te., part
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of school administratorF. to cooierte in that part of the 03C:6
governing health examinations, although most of them are dubious
about how the program can be inaugurated on funds availaLle to
the school.
In every essential investigatcl, there is an inequality
between the facilities, equipment, time allotment, and teachers
provided for boys and for girls.

This difference is so great that

the author feels a special effcrt should be made to give the Girls
of the high school the same opportunity to participate in the
program as is given the boys.
The conditicns are such, on the eve of the inauguraticn of the
compulsory

hysical educL:tion prcgram, that the author =ekes the

follcwing recommendations to those whose task it is to supervise
and adminieter the program:

1. that a course of study in physical education be
written and distributed to each public school in the
state by the State Departnent of Education.
2. that appropriations for physical education be increased so that the eseentials of the program can be
within the reach of each high school.
3. that ap,L ropriations for physical education come directly
fren school funds, and not be dependent en tho
financial success of tne interscholastic pregram in
any.ay.
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4.

thut,through a v.t.;Il-planned :improvement pro.,Irem,each
school yt_er, shall have:
school, by the
enouzh ade::uately trained teaciiers to meet the
heeds of the pupils enrolled.
b. enou6h facilities and equipment to offer each
pupil snrol:ed ar opportunity to participate in
physical activities that fulfill the needs,
capacities, and interests of the students.
0. adequate time allotted to physical education to
make physical education a part of the daily pro:ram of activities for each student. (This need
shall be fulfilled only after the above have been
evidenced).

c.

5.

that the State Department of Education, in cooperation
with the teacher traininz institutions of the state of
:every superinEentuchy, initiate neans of acqueintinc
tendent of the state, and every principal and teacher
in every public school in the state with the eits of
the compulsory physical education pro.;ram, and with the
needs, objectives, and probable outcomes of such a
prozram.

6.

that a wide publicity campaizn be initiated thatw..11
acquaint the public with the physical education program,
and will atte:t„:t to increase their interest to the point
wnere the securing of adeauute finances will be an eav
task.

7,

that until such time as a sch-ool has met the minimum
requi*ments of the Code no credit shall be given for
physical education.

8.

t iven the financial assistance to
that each sdhocl be ;
enable all pupils to have medical examinations when
they are heeded, and to institute corrective measures
when, needed.
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